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Abstract: Sophisticated dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) algorithms can dramatically improve or
worsen throughput and delay in whole networks. It is very important to choose the right DBA algorithm.
Our work tests static assignment and three DBA algorithms, namely GigaPON Access Network DBA,
Hybrid Reporting Allocation, and modified Max–Min Fair. All tests were made on our simulator of
ten-gigabit passive optical network DBA specially developed for testing DBA algorithms. The tests verify
delay of each optical network unit and amount of waste with bandwidth. This paper describes how the
used DBA algorithms work and the processes involved in DBA algorithms.
Keywords: DBA; GIANT; HYRA; Max–Min; PON; XG-PON; assignment; simulation

1. Introduction
Passive optical network (PON) provides the advantage of having no active elements in its optical
path [1,2]. Moreover, it offers a possibility of using a single optical fiber for all end units, even for
bidirectional communication. The network consists of a central unit called optical line terminal (OLT) that
is owned by the internet service provider (ISP), and other units connected to it called optical network unit
(ONU) that are located with customers. The only other elements used in an optical network, called optical
distribution network (ODN), are the so-called splitters, which are passive optical hubs that make it possible
to connect several ONUs to a single optical fiber. Such a network is then referred to as point-to-multipoint
(P2MP) network; see Figure 1 [3,4].
Passive optical networks (PONs) cannot work without any sophisticated dynamic bandwidth
allocation (DBA) algorithm. OLT would implement the undemanding algorithm as a static assignment.
OLT thus allocates bandwidth only when an ONU is connected to the ODN. Bandwidth amount would
be split among between all connected ONUs [5,6]. Presently, network flows are very unstable and static
assignment is thus completely unacceptable in unstable networks.
XG-PON network expects implementation of DBA. XG-PON defines two methods for the detection
for the current ONU load. One is called status reporting (SR) and the other is called traffic monitoring
(TM) [7].
DBA algorithms have quite accurate information about ONUs load. Introduced DBA algorithms used
in our approach are based on this information. With sophisticated DBA algorithms an XG-PON network
can quickly change bandwidth in very unstable networks.
The main contribution of this paper is testing DBA algorithms, which are currently available. We have
developed our XG-PON simulator specially for testing DBA algorithms performance. In the simulator
we implemented the static assignment, and three DBA algorithms, namely hybrid reporting allocation
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(HYRA) [8], gigaPON access network (GIANT) [9], and modified Max–Min [10]. Algorithms were tested
for transmission delay and amount of bandwidth waste.

Figure 1. PON topology.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the related works.
Section 3 introduces the selected and implemented algorithms from the theoretical point of the view.
Section 4 presents our simulator and simulation results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Related Work
Assuming a continued annual relative growth ranging from 5.6 to 6.9 %, ICT’s relative contribution
would exceed 14 % of the 2016-level worldwide global greenhouse gas emissions (GHGE) by 2040 [11].
A present phenomenon is energy efficiency during sleep cycles and bandwidth allocation for ONUs in
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) or International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
PONs [12–14].
In [15] the demand forecasting DBA algorithm for reducing packet delay is discussed. The propagation
delay between OLT and ONU is about 0.3 ms which contains propagation delay, processing time and
whole windows of the OLT unit of one frame. Current DBA algorithms rely on the request-grant cycle.
The authors proposed a new DBA algorithm based on demand forecasting with the prediction of ONU
future demand by statistical modeling of the demand patterns.
The article [16] deals with the next-generation Ethernet passive optical network (NG-EPON). These
networks use optical distribution networks with wavelength sharing by ONUs; however, there are two
different design architectures for NG-EPONs—the single scheduling domain (SSD) and multi-scheduling
domain (MSD) ethernet passive optical network (EPON). Their algorithm works up to 10 Gbit/s but
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the NG-EPON will use more than 10 Gbit/s in final specification such as 2× 50 Gbit/s or 4× 25 Gbit/s.
The proposed algorithm also fits the current 10 Gbit/s PONs.
The future of passive optical networks is in the multi-OLTs platform and it will be necessary to
deal with a novel DBA algorithm for the downstream channel. The authors proposed weight factors of
bandwidth demand of different users [17]. They also proposed a bandwidth-transfer process between
OLTs in ODN and they reduced the delay of the system while massively improving the system throughput.
The article [18] introduces a modular dynamic bandwidth allocation for flexible PON. This concept
should be adopted for the virtual OLT hardware abstraction (VOLTHA) [19]. The VOLTHA is an open
source project to create a hardware abstraction for broadband access equipment.
We also dealt with DBA algorithms in next-generation passive optical network stage 2 (NG-PON2)
networks [20,21]. First, we introduced an implementation of the transmission convergence (TC) layer
because the DBA uses the TC layer for allocation structures with grant size, start time, stop time, and other
fields. The second article dealt with static bandwidth allocation in comparison with dynamic bandwidth
algorithms. Furthermore, we proposed the modification for low load ONU units (for example during
midnight or other scenarios).
The passive optical network can support bandwidth-intensive as well as low-latency services for
5th generation mobile networks by using channel bonding and low-latency oriented DBA [22]. Next
application of time and wavelength division multiplexed PON (TWDM-PON) is in front hauls streams in
the centralized radio access network (C-RAN) architecture of mobile networks [23,24].
3. DBA Performance Requirements
In practice, an OLT DBA algorithm does not know the entire state of the system in any specific
moment. The DBA works with bandwidth estimates received from dynamic bandwidth report upstream
(DBRu) reports, and data-flow monitoring results [7].
3.1. GIANT (GigaPON Access Network DBA)
The first implementation for gigabit capable passive optical networks (GPON) was published in
2006 [9]. This algorithm uses the parameters service interval (SI), and allocated bytes (AB). To increase
the grant allocation period, the algorithm was extended in 2008 by immediate allocation (IA) that uses an
additional parameter for the available byte counter, labeled as available byte counter (VB) [9].
In 2013, the GIANT algorithm was further improved by using the efficient bandwidth use (EBU)
algorithm enabling IA to have negative values of the VB parameter. With this change it is possible to
allocate the excess bandwidth to the same transmission container (T–CONT) type. Furthermore, it comes
with a new parameter Sk [9], where:
Sk =

∑ j∈Z VB( j),

with Z = {i | VB(i ) > 0, SI (i ) = 0, queue(i ) ∈ TCONT type k },

(1)
(2)

where the Sk parameter is recalculated at the end of each allocation cycle for each T–CONT in each ONU,
the EBU inserts a high overhead for a large number of ONUs supported in the XG–PON. In addition,
the EBU grant allocation period was further increased compared to IA. In practice, it was shown that the
difference in speed is approximately ten-fold [9].
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Description of Algorithm
This name was formed to capture the fact that it is a modification of the GIANT algorithm for XG-PON.
X-GIANT maps transmission containers (T-CONTs) to quality of service (QoS) bandwidth distribution as
follows [9]:
•
•
•
•

T-CONT 1:
T-CONT 2:
T-CONT 3:
T-CONT 4:

Fixed bandwidth (highest priority).
Assured bandwidth.
Assured and Non-assured bandwidths.
Best-effort bandwidth (lowest priority).

To compute the T-CONT 1 and T-CONT 2 bandwidths, it uses allocated bytes (ABmin) and service
interval (SiMax). It also uses these parameters to set-up the polling times for T-CONT 3 and T-CONT 4. To
compute allocated bytes for T-CONT 3 and T-CONT 4, AB surplus (ABsur) and SImin are used [9].
In reality, SI is essentially a downward counter. Every T-CONT has its own SI. Its initial value is set
to SiMax and it is subtracted by one at the end of each allocation cycle. When it expires, allocated bytes
for the corresponding T-CONT are computed. Until it expires, no bytes are allocated for that particular
T-CONT. Using simulation, the authors of [9] found setting SiMax = 1, i.e., to a single allocation cycle to
be the best option.
The calculation algorithm uses these four additional parameters [9]:
•
•
•
•

GIR: Guaranteed Information Rates.
PIR: Peak Information Rates.
GBS: Guaranteed Burst Size.
PBS: Peak Burst Size.

Where surplus rate (SR) is equal to PIR − GIR. The algorithm itself was adapted for the function
deployed in the tester (to be described later). The abbreviation surplus rate is used only in the presented
calculations. In the text, this abbreviation is used as status reporting, as it was mentioned in Chapter 2 [9].
At first, all allocated grants are reset. Subsequently, the algorithm goes through all the Alloc-IDs
to determine whether their SI counters have expired or not. When a counter expires, the algorithm
determines the type of T-CONT (1, 2, 3 or 4), and based on the type, it computes the allocated bytes
according to Table 1 for the first cycle. It keeps the allocated bytes in a variable and continues with the
second allocation cycle. The second cycle adjusts the values of the allocated bytes stored in the variable
for T-CONT 3 and 4. This completes the calculation process. Another task is to create a bandwidth map
(BWmap) from the allocated bytes and to subtract one from the counters of T-CONTs that did not expire
the SI counter. Generating the BWmap is the last step of the algorithm [9].
Table 1. Description of the parameters used to compute AB [9].
T-CONT
1
2
3
4
3
4

Allocated Bytes Calculation
ABmin = PIR × SiMax
ABmin = min {required bandwidth, PIR} × SiMax
First allocation cycle
ABmin = min {min {required bandwidth, GIR} × SiMax, GBS}
ABmin = DBRu length
Second allocation cycle
ABsur = min {min {required bandwidth, SR} × SImin, PBS − GBS}
ABmin = min {min {available bandwidth, PIR} × SiMax, PBS}
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3.2. HYbrid Reporting Allocation
HYRA or hybrid reporting allocation is a DBA algorithm that uses both network load detection
methods for ONUs. However, SR is still used as the main method. It favors more demanding ONUs and
allocates more bandwidth to them. As its creators demonstrated in their simulations, HYRA can adapt
to a variety of changes in the network, and represents a significant improvement in the upstream packet
delays. In all situations, this algorithm reduced the resulting delay of the upstream packets compared with
an algorithm using the pure SR method [8].
The HYRA algorithm allocates resources according to the principles mentioned in the DBA reference
model, i.e., three types of bandwidth are assigned to each ONU:
1.
2.
3.

Fixed bandwidth
Assured bandwidth.
Maximum bandwidth.

With this algorithm, the authors try to solve the problem of too much bandwidth being assigned
to unused ONUs resulting in no free bandwidth that the DBA algorithm could assign to other loaded
ONUs. This problem is mainly solved by introducing a simple, adaptive learning machine called learning
automata (LA) [8].
LA is a finite state machine, based on artificial intelligence, designed to deal with unknown networks
and networks with frequently changing parameters as frequently changing network parameters can
dramatically affect the performance of the network [8].
Description of the Algorithm
The algorithm works in three phases. The first phase is the status reporting. The algorithm remains
in this phase for as long as it receives any data frame. Once the XG-PON encapsulation method (XGEM)
idle frame is received, it goes immediately into the traffic monitoring phase and waits for the data frame
to be received. Upon this moment, it detects the most likely ONU unit’s pause time and recomputes its
probability of silencing. Subsequently, the ONU unit is silenced for the specified amount of time. After the
pause time expires, it goes back to status reporting [8].
The algorithm itself works with several values. The first is A that represents the ONU’s silent time, i.e.,
time during which the DBA algorithm will not allocate any grants. It can range from zero to 400 indicating
the number of algorithm calculations excluding the ONU unit [8].
Another one is Pi ( f ).
i
Pi ( f ) = p0i ( f ), p1i ( f ), p2i ( f ), . . . , p400
( f ),
(3)
where i represents the given ONU unit. This probabilistic vector contains 401 elements. Each value
i ( f ) shows the
shows the probability of one of the 401 situations occurring. For example, the value of p60
probability of setting the value of A to 60 and thus silencing the ONU unit for 60 calculations. BWmap
is calculated every 125 µs. By simply multiplying the silent value with the BWmap calculation interval
60 · 0.125, it can be shown that the ONU unit will remain silent for 7.5 ms if the value of 60 is selected [8].
Before setting the probabilities during run-time, it is necessary to determine the value of ak . This value
represents for how long the ONU unit was sending the idle XGEM frames. This value is expressed as
follows [8]:


T2 − T1
ak =
0 ≤ k ≤ 401,
(4)
125
where T1 represents the time of receiving the first idle XGEM frame. It retains this value and waits for the
time T2 when a data frame is received. When it receives this data frame, it computes ak (an action (A) from
zero to 400) [8].
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The next step is to determine the current most likely silencing value and to assign this value to A.
It can then go into the probability conversion phase. First, the probability of the previous action ak is
computed [8]:
pik ( f + 1) = pik ( f ) +

400

∑

L( pij ( f ) − a),

(5)

j=0,j6=k

where i denotes the ONU unit, k corresponds to the action of the feedback loop, and L represents the
convergence rate. In addition, a relatively small number is also used to prevent zero-value probabilities.
As can be seen, the probability increases by a small portion that is subtracted from the other probabilities
with the help of [8]:
pij ( f + 1) = pij ( f ) − L( pij ( f ) − a) ∀ j 6= k, 0 ≤ j ≤ 400.
(6)
3.3. Modified Max–Min Fair DBA
Modification of the Max–Min Fair DBA is designed for XG–PON networks. The modification
originated from the Max–Min Fair DBA algorithm, which was developed for G–PON networks [10].
Implementation of this algorithm without changes specific for the XG–PON network caused long delays.
For this reason, the Modified Max–Min Fair DBA was created. Algorithms such as HYRA combine both
methods of gaining occupancy of ONU units. One of the advantages of such a combination is the fact
that if an ONU unit does not send the cluster with the required queue occupancy information for the SR
method, there is an inconsistency of the information on the OLT-side about the occupancy of the queues.
By using the non-status reporting method, the inconsistency can be avoided [10].
The algorithm emphasizes three following rules [10]:
1.
2.
3.

Bandwidth is allocated with increasing demand.
ONU is never assigned a larger GrantSize than a queue occupancy report.
ONU units that cannot be fully served will receive the same remaining bandwidth.

Description of the Algorithm
In the first phase, sorting of the bandwidth demands per ONUs Rnt is initialized. It sorts these
demands in the increasing order into the list S. GrantSize Wtn is set-up to zero [10].
The first step in the calculation of the allocation of bandwidth is to compute BL , i.e., the available
bandwidth is computed as follows [10]:
BL =

k
bandwidth − ∑m
k =1 Wt
,
|S|

(7)

where bandwidth represents the sum of all clusters in the upstream direction, m is the total number of ONU
units, and |S| is equal to the number of elements in S [10].
The next step is to restore the GrantSize Wtn parameter for all ONU units in S as [10]:
Wtk = min{ Rkt , Wtk + BL .}

(8)

The third step removes all fully serviced ONUs from S, and therefore [10]:
Wtk = Rkt .

(9)

The fourth and the last step determines whether there are any ONUs in |S|. If there is at least a single
ONU unit, the entire procedure from the first step is repeated until |S| is finally empty [10].
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This procedure takes into account the current occupancy values of all individual ONU units. However,
if an ONU does not send the occupancy report of its queue Ctn , the data gets out of date. In this case,
the algorithm introduces a queue occupancy estimate named as virtual demand for capacity Rnt , which
can be computed in two ways. The first way is to compute the virtual demand from previous assigned
GrantSize [10]:

C n
if Ctn 6= null and Ctn > 0,
t
Rnt = ∑t−1 Cn
(10)
 i=1 i otherwise.
t −1

The second way is to compute the virtual demand Rnt from the previous ONU [10]:

C n
if Ctn 6= null and Ctn > 0,
t
Rnt = ∑t−1 W n
 i=1 i otherwise.

(11)

t −1

Once the bandwidth allocation for each ONU unit is completed, it is necessary to specify StartTime
for all clusters in the upstream direction. The algorithm assigns StartTime to ONU units in the ascending
order according to their distance from the OLT unit. This allocation is omitted in the simulator because the
designed simulator neglects these distances meaning that the same value is used in all cases.
4. Simulation Description and Simulation Results Discussion
We use C++ language for development of our XG-PON simulator for testing DBA algorithms. This
programming language allows the writing of object-oriented code, so we used this option and whole
simulator is thus object-oriented. Every frame flowing through network or every ONU connected to
ODN of XG-PON is an object made from one class for frame and one class for ONU. In object-oriented
programming language it is much simpler to add additional DBA algorithms, which is also a big plus.
The simulator does not need full implementation for testing DBA algorithms. Functions such as
encryption of each frame transmitted through ODN are unnecessary and their implementation would
only take up computational resources such as processor time and random access memory (RAM). As some
algorithms how to treat all T-CONT are not clearly defined, we decided the following. T-CONT 1 does not
need any dynamic allocation, because it has fixed bandwidth. T-CONT 3 and 4 have lower QoS priority.
So we decided to focus on T-CONT 2, and generate traffic only on this T-CONT for saving computing
resources (central processor unit (CPU) i5-3230M 2.60 GHz, 8 GB random access memory (RAM) double
data rate (DDR3), 256 GB solid state drive). This simulator also ignores different distances of ONUs from
the OLT. Simulator thus places all ONUs to the same distance [7]. A real passive optical network (in
general point of view not only XG-PON or older/newer) uses an activation process of each ONU [25].
During this phase, the ONUs have to be aligned to the same distance from the optical line termination
(OLT) point of view. It leads to assigning a unique value of the equalization delay. The ONUs seem at the
same distance (virtually) of the OLT, which allows the OLT to control the upstream by a time slot duration
for each ONU. The propagation delay between OLT and ONU (up to 20 km) will be around picoseconds,
but the OLT has hundreds of microseconds to process all traffic. This phenomenon must be discussed for
long-reach passive optical networks.
Nevertheless, all functions can be skipped in the implementation. At first glance on service data unit
(SDU) fragmentation, someone might skip this feature. However, that would cause big problem in some
situations. When DBA allocates smaller amounts of bandwidth than the size of SDU in buffer, ONU cannot
send this SDU and it must wait for higher allocation.
The simulator of XG-PON is controlled through command line. Parameters such as network load from
ONU, used DBA, simulation time, and number of connected ONUs to ODN are set through command
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line. After the program finishes a simulation, it generates all results and events during simulation to text
files. ONUs have one function in addition to the physical ONU. This feature represents a complete client
devices simulation. It is unnecessary to simulate connected client devices to ONU, such as computers,
smart phones, etc. Traffic is generated directly on ONU device as if it were a client device [7].
Simulation starts from the point when all ONUs are properly connected to ODN, and they fully
communicate with the OLT. So, the simulator skips all activation steps and starts in the Operating state
(O5) [7].
Simulation was run for every DBA algorithm separately. All common simulation parameters were set
equally. Traffic flow generated in the simulations was 1 kB/s per ONU. So, every ONU generates every
second 1024 B SDU. SDUs go directly to buffers and wait. This is not the correct value which is transmitted
through ODN. To this we must add the overhead from XGEM and XG-PON transmission convergence
layer (XGTC) frame, to which the SDU is encapsulated. In simulation we observe a lot of fragmentation,
so this process adds some overhead data too.
Not all algorithms used in our simulation clearly describe how to allocate non-assured bandwidth and
best-effort bandwidth. So, we decided not to simulate this bandwidth. We focus on allocation-identifier
(Alloc-ID) 2, because this Alloc-ID uses only Assured bandwidth which all algorithms describe clearly.
4.1. Static Assignment

Transmission delay [ms]

DBA algorithm in this simulation was set to static assignment. This pseudo DBA algorithm only
assigns grants at the begin of the simulation. After that the algorithm does not make any changes in
allocated bandwidth. For 10 ONUs the algorithm allocates 242 grants for all Alloc-IDs on every connected
ODN.
When we look at Figure 2 at first we see a peak of 435.442 µs. This is caused by waiting for the first
allocation. After the OLT allocates bandwidth, the delay fluctuates between 250 µs and 350 µs. Fluctuations
are caused by waiting time of SDUs in the buffer. ONU must wait for its allocated time slot. To this
delay we must add the delay in the OLT buffer. When OLT processes an arrived SDU, OLT puts it to the
downstream buffer. In the downstream buffer the SDU must wait until the next downstream XGTC frame
is created. This process could take maximally 125 µs.

0.4

0.2

0

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Simulation time [s]
Figure 2. Transmission delay for second ONU with static assignment.

Figure 3 shows time and size of idle XGEM frames generated by the second ONU. It is clear for static
assignment that the value fluctuates between 894 B and 962 B. Value 962 B represents the situation when
the ONUs upstream buffer is empty and the ONU does not have data to send. ONU cannot transmit whole
SDU with size 1024 B if its bandwidth allocation is smaller than 1024 B, so it must use fragmentation. The
ONU first sends upstream XGTC frame filled with XGEM frame, which contains SDU of maximal size that
was allocated to the ONU. After that, the ONU processes the second fragment of SDU and fills remaining
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bandwidth with an idle frame with length of 894 B. Static assignment lead to generation of many idle
frames. When we counted it, it was 69 idle frames generated in 1 ms of simulation. In whole 1 s simulation
all ONUs generate 6.67 MB—see Table 2. Assignment of DBA was not changed during simulation, so all
ONUs generate the same value. These values are the worst, respectively the highest of all algorithms
tested in our simulations. When we look at Table 3, we find out that with static assignment transmission
the delay through ODN is the smallest, when we compare the value with real DBA algorithms, because
ONUs do not wait for assignment sufficient bandwidth and ONUs can send SDUs immediately to OLT.
This works only in case that traffic load of that ONU is not higher than the allocated bandwidth.
Table 2. Sum of whole size of idle frames generated in 1 s of simulation for every ONU.
ONU
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

HYRA [MB]
0.286282
0.395916
0.396510
0.397104
0.400668
0.403044
0.404232
0.405420
0.414330
0.425022

Static Assignment [MB]
6.665038
6.665038
6.665038
6.665038
6.665038
6.665038
6.665038
6.665038
6.665038
6.665038

Max–Min [MB]
0.450252
0.773320
0.802048
0.807792
0.724032
1.125
0.855466
0.779574
0.725078
0.799454

X-GIANT [MB]
3.104062
3.095722
3.073150
3.063060
3.096292
3.117054
3.102806
3.094514
3.124804
3.120646

Table 3. Average delays.
ONU
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

HYRA [ms]
0.907451
0.677102
0.679279
0.681565
0.684722
0.687008
0.689403
0.69256
0.693649
0.694193

Static Assignment [ms]
0.382307
0.30088
0.313181
0.3257
0.338001
0.350302
0.36293
0.375231
0.387859
0.400487

Max–Min [ms]
109.244
87.8914
33.3388
76.3823
28.3254
30.4899
69.4605
76.8177
64.6643
74.8914

X-GIANT [ms]
0.434343
0.386335
0.345512
0.347145
0.351173
0.354983
0.362604
0.372292
0.379042
0.387097

This pseudo DBA algorithm is useful in real deployment only in special cases, such as when ONUs
have same traffic flow at all time while traffic load of ODN is not higher than maximum capacity of
XG-PON. In other cases, this algorithm is not useful, because it wastes a lot of bandwidth. This wastes of
bandwidth can be eliminated through real DBA algorithms. There is also a case when load of an ONU
is higher than allocated bandwidth, and other ONUs are not fully loaded. In that case the loaded ONU
delayed SDUs. When a network uses a real DBA algorithm, it can allocate higher bandwidth for certain
time by reduction of bandwidth allocated to no loaded ONUs. Loaded ONU thus gains an opportunity to
faster emptying the buffer and not to delay SDUs. Then the DBA algorithm shrinks bandwidth and other
ONUs have an opportunity to get more bandwidth to allocate.

Idle frame size [B]
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Figure 3. Idle frames generated by second ONU with static assignment.

4.2. Max–Min DBA

Transmission delay [ms]

In our implementation of this algorithm, we decided to set the fixed bandwidth to three grants. Fixed
bandwidth is allocated to Alloc-ID 1 of all ONUs regardless the current network load to Alloc-ID one [10].
We implement the first type, which computes the value from previously allocated grants. The authors of
this algorithm claim the Max–Min DBA algorithm is hybrid, so it uses SR and TM methods for detection of
the current buffer occupancy of every ONU. However, they do not describe how. So our implementation
uses only the TM method.
Our implementation of the Max–Min DBA algorithm provides the worst average transmission delay
compared with all tested DBAs. Table 3 clearly shows that the value of 109 ms is the maximum average
delay. This value was measured on first ONU. The lowest average delay of 28 ms was made by the fifth
ONU. This delay is also the worst if we compare this highest value with all highest delays measured in
all tested DBA algorithms. Figure 4 shows the transmission delay for the second ONU, where peaks of
1.85 ms are in 150 ms of simulation. This issue occurs in the whole 1 s simulation. Delays can reach 360 ms
in maximal values. These values then make the worst average delay.
However, this algorithm is not the worst at all. It is the second-best DBA algorithm to save bandwidth
as Table 2 shows. Sum of all idle XGEM frames generated by the sixth ONU is 1 MB, which is the highest
value for that DBA algorithm. The lowest value generates the first ONU, where the sum is 0.45 MB. Second
ONU generates 26 idle XGEM frames in 10 ms of simulation. Size of these frames is described in Figure 5.
All ONUs generate similar number of IDLE frames of similar size in 10 ms of simulation. Average size of
IDLE frames in whole simulation was between 0.45 and 1.125 MB, we decided to present the results of the
second ONU which is in the middle of these Figures.
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Figure 4. Transmission delay for second ONU with Max–Min DBA.
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Figure 5. Idle frames generated by the second ONU with Max–Min DBA.

4.3. Hybrid Reporting Allocation
In our implementation of this algorithm, we decided to set the fixed bandwidth to six grants. Assured
bandwidth was set as authors in the paper [8] did to 125 words. Max bandwidth was set to 150 words.
Values L and a were same as the authors proposed in their paper, so L was set to 0.1 and a to 10−5 .
Figure 6 shows the SDU delay of transmission from the second ONU to OLT and back to ONU.
The learning period of the algorithm, which takes less than 200 ms is clearly visible. After the algorithm
learned the probabilities, the delay fluctuates between 600 µs and 800 µs with a tendency to decline. This
algorithm makes the lowest jitter in tested real DBA algorithms, after the algorithm learns the probabilities,
but a static assignment can generate the lowest jitter.
Grants allocated to the second ONU were very varied with the maximum value of 150 words, as
can be seen in Figure 7. 150 words is the correct value because we set the maximum allocated bandwidth
to 150 words. There are no values between 150 and one grant. This is also correct, because we generate
1024 B SDUs, so it is 250 words without the overhead. So, when an SDU arrived at the buffer, ONU sent
its buffer occupancy to the OLT and HYRA has enough bandwidth to allocate the maximum bandwidth.
When the ONUs buffer is empty, ONU starts sending idle XGEM bursts with the value of buffer occupancy
equal to zero. HYRA decided to allocate the minimal bandwidth which is one word. One word is minimal
because ONU needs to report periodically its buffer occupancy. If we set this value to zero, ONUs will lose
opportunities to send any upstream XGTC bursts, so the OLT will decide that this ONU does not need any
bandwidth, and thus the ONU will be forever without bandwidth.
Figure 7 shows the size and when the second ONU sends idle XGEM in 150 ms of simulation. It is
clearly visible that firstly there are not sent any XGEM idle frames, because the whole XGTC frame was
filled with an XGEM frame that the contains SDU with maximum value of allocated bandwidth. After
that, the ONU sends a fragment of SDU and adds to the XGTC frame an idle XGEM frame with the size of
150 B. An idle XGEM frame is also sent when the ONU has empty buffer and the ONU has still allocated
bandwidth from previous buffer occupancy. Total number of sent idle frames in 10 ms of simulation
was 15.
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Figure 6. Transmission delay for second ONU with HYRA DBA.
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Figure 7. Idle frames generated by second ONU with HYRA DBA.

HYRA is the best choice for minimal waste of bandwidth in the selection of real DBAs. As described
Table 2, the average size of generated ONUs is between 0.29 and 0.43 MB. It is not the best choice for
minimal delay. Delay with the HYRA algorithm is between 0.68 and 0.9 ms, as described in Table 3.
4.4. X-GIANT DBA
The X-GIANT DBA algorithm works with 6 parameters. We used same values as the authors of
the paper [9]. However, authors in [9] experimented with SiMax and SiMin. So, we decided to set the
parameters as described in Table 4.
When we compared this algorithm with Max–Min we found that the delay of every ONU is much
smaller. Comparing two maximal average transmission delays, we found out that both are by first ONU
and values differ by 108.81 ms. Maximal average transmission delay of all algorithms was made by the
Max–Min DBA algorithm. When we compare average transmission delay from second ONU with static
assignment and again transmission delay of first ONU with Max–Min, then we found extremes. These
values differ by 108.94 ms. All average values of delays with X-GIANT algorithm are summarized in
Table 3.
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Table 4. Parameters set for X-GIANT algorithm.
Parameter
SiMax
SiMin
PIR
GIR
PBS
GBS

Value
1
2 × SiMax = 2
150
120
150
120

Transmission delay [ms]

Average delay of the second ONU with algorithm X-GIANT in first 150 ms shows Table 3. Values are
comparable to static assignment, except peaks. Peaks can reach 0.89 ms in the whole 1 s simulation. In first
150 ms peaks reach maximum value of 0.65 ms. Considering the average delay, the algorithm took the first
place in real DBAs. When comparing it with static assignment, static assignment is still better. Maximal
average value was measured on the first ONU, with the value of 0.43 ms. Minimal average delay was on
the third ONU, with 0.35 ms. First 150 ms of simulation are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Transmission delay for second ONU with X-GIANT DBA.

Idle frame size [B]

Considering use of bandwidth, the algorithm is the worst of real DBAs. However, it is still better
than static assignment, which took twice the value. The lowest sum of generated idle frames in whole
simulations, was measured on the fourth ONU with the value 3.06 ms. The highest value was 3.12 ms,
measured on the ninth ONU. All values are shown in Table 2. In 10 ms of simulation the second ONU
transmits 66 idle XGEM frames, which is not the highest. The highest value generates static assignment.
First 150 ms of simulation are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Idle frames generated by second ONU with X-GIANT DBA.
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Transmission delay [ms]

Figures 10 and 11 show transmission delay from second ONU in 1 s simulation. Max–Min DBA
algorithm was separated, because algorithm generates a more significant transmission delay in comparison
with other algorithms. It is clearly visible from Figures that X-GIANT generates the lowest average
transmission delay, if we compare real DBA algorithms. The lowest values reach values same as static
assignment. HYRA generated the second highest delay. This delay still does not make any problems,
because the values were larger by about 400 µs when compared with static assignment. The advantage of
the HYRA DBA algorithm shows Figure 12, which shows generated idle frames and their size by second
ONU in 10 ms of simulation. The advantage is that this algorithm generates small amount of unnecessary
traffic flow.
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Figure 10. Transmission delay for second ONU with Max–Min DBA for 1 s simulation.
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Figure 11. Transmission delay for second ONU in 1 s simulation.
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Figure 12. Idle frames generated by second ONU for 10 ms simulation.
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5. Conclusions
Today’s networks have very variable network flow. Without sophisticated DBA algorithms, XG-PON
networks cannot achieve fast adjustment to current conditions. Static assignment has some advantages,
as that ONUs have the lowest transmission delay, but only in some cases. When network load of at least
one ONU is higher than the allocated bandwidth, for example in our case with 10 ONUs, 969 B for one
allocation is sufficient to gradually overflow the buffer. XG-PON networks need a DBA algorithm which is
fair, generates lowest delay on ODN and minimally wastes the bandwidth. In our simulation approach
with tested DBAs, we found two options. Both two options are a compromise in higher delay or higher
waste of bandwidth. The Max–Min DBA algorithm has lower waste of bandwidth, but transmission delay
was very high. For it we decided not to choose this algorithm at all. The HYRA DBA algorithm is a proper
choice when the major network requirement is the low bandwidth waste. The X-GIANT DBA algorithm is
a proper choice when the major network requirement is the low delay.
The future work will be an implementation of our modification of the algorithm and improvement
the current implementation with an activation process with tuning process for NG-PON2 networks.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AB
ABsur
Alloc-ID
BWmap
C-RAN
DBA
DBRu
EBU
EPON
GBS
GIANT
GIR
GPON
HYRA
IA
ICT
IEEE
ISP
ITU
LA
MSD

Allocated bytes
AB surplus
Allocation-identifier
Bandwidth map
Centralized radio access network
Dynamic bandwidth allocation
Dynamic bandwidth report upstream
Efficient bandwidth use
Ethernet passive optical network
Guaranteed burst size
GigaPON access network
Guaranteed information rates
Gigabit capable Passive Optical Networks
Hybrid reporting allocation
Immediate allocation
Information and communication technologies
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Internet service provider
International Telecommunication Union
Learning automata
Multi-scheduling domain
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NG-EPON
NG-PON2
ODN
OLT
ONU
P2MP
PBS
PIR
PON
QoS
RAM
SDU
SI
SR
SR
SSD
TC
T-CONT
TM
TWDM
VB
VOLTHA
XGEM
XG-PON
XGTC
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Next-generation Ethernet passive optical network
Next-generation passive optical network stage 2
Optical distribution network
Optical line terminal
Optical network unit
Point-to-multipoint
Peak burst size
Peak information rates
Passive optical network
Quality of service
Random access memory
Service data unit
Service interval
Status reporting
Surplus rate
Single scheduling domain
Transmission convergence
Transmission container
Traffic monitoring
Time and wavelength division multiplex
Available byte counter
Virtual OLT hardware abstraction
XG-PON encapsulation method
Next-generation passive optical network
XG-PON transmission convergence layer
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